
hp e3000 
business servers

evolving to exceptional
hardware speeds and 
system performance

The new, Internet-ready MPE/iX Release
7.0 is the latest version of the HP e3000
operating system, specifically designed to
take advantage of the power and
performance of the new HP e3000 A- and
N-Class servers.  These servers are the
latest additions to the HP e3000 family of
computers. They are built upon PA-RISC
chipset architecture and will take the 
HP e3000 to hardware speeds
unprecedented anywhere within the 
HP e3000 family.

Long known for being the most reliable
and stable operating system for
commercial applications, MPE/iX 
Release 7.0 has evolved to unlock new
hardware performance technology that 
will revolutionize the current HP e3000
platform.   In particular, MPE/iX 7.0 offers
brand new support for PCI I/O devices on
the A- and N-Class servers.  These
additions to MPE/iX are only the first of
many enhancements to the already robust
operating system. 

Many additional system level performance
characteristics will be added with the
release of MPE/iX 7.0 Express 1 in the
second half of 2001, such as A- and 
N-Class multi-way processing support. 
This combination will produce unmatched
speed and performance that will take the
proven HP e3000 systems into the new
millennium. 

saving your time

MPE/iX Release 7.0 runs on the HP e3000
A- and N-Class servers, from entry-level,
departmental and workgroup servers to
mainframe-class servers within the data
centers of large enterprises.  This added
scalability means that applications
developed on an entry-level HP e3000 
A-Class server can easily be deployed to
the N-Class HP e3000 work-group or
enterprise servers without having to be
rewritten or modified, saving time and
money in application development costs. 
It also means that as you upgrade your
systems, data and applications can be
easily moved forward from previous
releases without risk of data corruption.
Together with HP’s legendary reliability and
interoperability, this ability to span a broad
line of HP e3000 servers is yet another
reason why MPE/iX 7.0 continues to be 
the ideal operating system to support
business-critical, Internet and e-services
applications.  

“always on” infrastructure

In the Internet age, many businesses must
be accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week, from any time zone in the world.
With an increasing dependence on
computer systems, downtime means lost
revenue, reduced productivity and higher
costs.  Reliability, resiliency, and system
availability are no longer luxuries; rather,
they are crucial to the survival and success
of any business.  MPE/iX 7.0 provides a
strong, solid, and reliable foundation for
always-on businesses with three levels of
availability: basic system availability with
built-in fault avoidance, high availability
for rapid recovery and disaster tolerance. 

MPE/iX 
release 7.0

product brief

MPE/iX 7.0 continues to be the
ideal operating system to support
business-critical, Internet and 
e-services applications



system security you can 
count on

With the advent of the Internet, security
means everything. As companies move
business processes to the Web, making
more and more information available to
outsiders, you need to protect key
information from unwanted intruders.
Building trust in the electronic marketplace
and addressing security and privacy are
essential to the success of capitalizing on
the Internet. With MPE/iX 7.0, system
security is built into the operating system,
protecting you from unauthorized access
and data tampering so you can be assured
that your data will remain confidential and
protected as it moves through your internal
networks between system users or across
the vast reaches of the Internet.  

benefits
• improved price-performance
• application investment protection
• higher transaction throughput
• improved system management

capabilities
• improved data access capabilities
• reduced application development cost
• low cost of ownership
• enhanced Java performance
• internet-critical features and presence 
• multi-platform interoperability

key features
• hp e3000 A400; A500 uni-

processor; and N4000 220, 330
and 440 MHz uni-processor support
(base MPE/iX Release 7.0)

• hp e3000 A500 2-way; N4000
440 MHz 2-4 way; and N4000
550 MHz 3-4 way support 
(Release 7.0 Express 1) 

• greater than 3.75 GBytes of
supported memory on PA8000 and
PA8200 based servers (8 GBytes 
for HP e3000 989KS, 16 GBytes for
HP e3000 997 Servers, 979KS,
939KS/030 and 929KS/030
Servers)

• 2 GBytes of supported memory on
HP e3000 A400, A500 and N4000
Servers (base Release 7.0)

• 8 GBytes of supported memory on
HP e3000 A500 and 16 GBytes of
supported memory on N4000
Servers (Release 7.0 Express 1)  

Basic system availability needs include data
integrity, hardware and software reliability,
and system resiliency.  These needs are
built into the core MPE/iX 7.0 operating
system, at no extra charge.  

MPE/iX 7.0 continues to have excellent
built-in high availability (HA) capabilities
that you have come to rely on, such as file
system resiliency, subsystem dump, and
online maintenance.  When a corrupt file is
located, the file system quarantines the
corrupt data structure and allows only read
access to the file.  When external
operating systems would go down, MPE/iX
handles the problem and keeps running.
To further improve availability you can
bring storage online with no interruption to
your critical applications.

For even higher levels of availability,
MPE/iX Release 7.0 features numerous
tools, services, and products that keep 
your mission-critical applications running,
your data safe, and deliver fast recovery if
any problems arise. Additional high
availability features that will be included in
MPE/iX 7.0 Express 1 (second half of
2001) are as follows:

• Eliminate downtime with the product,
High Availability Failover/iX.

• Increased trust with support for the new
HA product, High Availability Cluster/iX.

• Flexible storage and storage
management capabilities with the 
XP family, and the XP raid manager. 

• The 1/9 DLT Auto-loader is low cost,
easy to set-up, and manages offline
storage solutions.



communicating with 
everybody!

In today’s multi-vendor environments, it is
essential that businesses have the ability to
operate across platforms and applications.
MPE/iX 7.0 provides OLTP performance
and functionality for business-critical
applications while also supporting PCI I/O 
interfaces for interoperability with
heterogeneous platforms and applications.
MPE/iX 7.0 and new web-enabling
technologies running on the A- and 
N-Class servers deliver just this kind of
seamless interoperability with UNIX, NT
and other major Internet and intranet
platforms.

Internet services included in MPE/iX 7.0
make it easy to integrate the HP e3000
into a multi-platform environment. These
services include the standard
interoperability features of: 

• Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) for
a standard interface to access a variety
of databases using SQL such as
IMAGE/SQL and ALLBASE/SQL

• Java™ Database Connectivity (JDBC)
allows Java applications to access data
stored in databases

• Enhanced FTP/iX (File Transfer Protocol) 
• DNS BIND/iX
• Berkeley (BSD) Sockets for program-to-

program communication
• Telnet/iX Server (for inbound Telnet

access) and Telnet/iX Client (for
outbound Telnet access) for access
between the HP e3000 and computers
that support Telnet, such as UNIX-based
and NT-based systems

• Open-source SAMBA for seamless
interoperability with NT environments

Additionally, MPE/iX 7.0 supports POSIX,
SQL, Java, and ANSI standard compilers
that enable application portability.  This
means that once applications are
developed, they can be ported or deployed
to other platforms.  This application
portability is supported in MPE/iX 7.0
through IEEE POSIX 1003.1 interfaces,
POSIX 1003.2 commands and utilities, 
and Java.

POSIX, a standard tool with MPE/iX,
makes it easy to port UNIX-based
applications to MPE/iX 7.0 or to develop
portable applications on MPE/iX 7.0.  The
POSIX interfaces are tightly integrated with
MPE/iX 7.0 such that traditional MPE/iX
applications and new POSIX applications
can share resources easily.  

managing the information,
controlling the world

All businesses require some way to 
manage the data generated in day-to-day
operations.  MPE/iX 7.0 supports two
database products for information 
management: HP IMAGE/SQL and 
HP ALLBASE/SQL.

HP IMAGE/SQL is Hewlett-Packard’s
popular TurboIMAGE/XL database
management system, integrated into an
SQL interface. IMAGE/SQL is ideal for
OLTP applications. The SQL interface
enables access to client/server tools that
support ODBC and JDBC. 

HP ALLBASE/SQL is a functionally rich,
high-performance relational database
management system (RDBMS) that is tightly
integrated with MPE/iX 7.0.  It provides
key features for customers requiring a
mainframe-class RDBMS such as support
for large databases and large numbers of
concurrent users.  Support is also provided
for Microsoft Open Database Connectivity
(ODBC) for client/server access and for
Java Database Connectivity (JDBC). 

ODBC access is provided via
ODBClink/SE from MB Foster Associates.
It is included free of charge with 
HP IMAGE/SQL and HP ALLBASE/SQL.
The JDBC capability is included in the
base MPE/iX operating system.



delivering your business to 
the Internet 

A variety of web-enabling technologies
and seamless interoperability with other
platform environments form the foundation
on which to evolve into and enable growth
in an Internet world. The A- and N-Class
servers’ high performance characteristics
and proven mission-critical capabilities
uniquely position the HP e3000 for the
Internet world. 

• MPE/iX 7.0 provides the Web’s most
popular web server — the open-source
Apache web server.  It provides you a
quick, easy, powerful, and affordable
way to establish an Internet and intranet
presence. The Apache Web Server,
running on the new A- and N-Class
servers, features cross-platform support,
robust and easily extensible design, and
proven reliability. 

• In MPE/iX 7.0, Lightweight Directory
Access Protocol (LDAP) provides
directory services and access across
various platforms.

• The Java vision of “write once, run
anywhere” is realized with the MPE/iX
7.0 operating system that includes the
MPE/iX Software Developer’s Kit for
Java 2 Platform. This provides the
necessary environment to develop and
debug 100% pure Java applications and
applets. These applications and applets
can then be deployed on any platform
that supports a Java Virtual Machine
(JVM), including MPE/iX. The Java
compiler included in the Developer’s Kit
transparently boosts runtime
performance by compiling the Java
bytecode program into native HP e3000
machine code.

• With MPE/iX/7.0 Express 1, the Java
Virtual Machine will be enhanced with
HotSpot. HotSpot raises the bar on
performance by combining a fast, stable
virtual machine and advanced,
adaptive-optimization technology. An
add-on to Java 2 Platform, HotSpot
transparently improves performance of
from 2x to 5x (the performance of the
Classic VM with JIT for typical
applications) while maintaining full
application mobility.

• In addition, Java Servlets for MPE/iX is
add-on functionality to the popular
Apache Web Server. With this
functionality, Java Servlets can be
compiled and run on MPE/iX, providing
you with Java code for creating dynamic
web pages and developing web
applications.

networking solutions that work 
for you

HP networking products are based on
industry standards, including Transmission
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP),
Open Systems Interconnect (OSI), and
Systems Network Architecture (SNA).
Networking solutions based on standards
provide integration into a variety of
computing environments, protect existing
investments, and give organizations the
freedom to choose the best computing
platform regardless of vendor.

HP offers a variety of industry-standard
network link products for building a
network infrastructure.  A network link 
provides a physical connection to a 
network — a connection to be used for the
exchange of information between computer
systems either over a Local Area Network
(LAN) or a Wide Area Network (WAN).
Extended LAN environments are also
supported.

In addition to the previously supported 
HP-PB networking hardware links, MPE/iX
Release 7.0 supports two new PCI-based
hardware link products.  (1) PCI 
100Base-T LAN Adapter and  (2) 8 Port
PCI Advanced Communication Controller 
Card (ACC).  Support for the PCI bus
architecture for networking products
enables an efficient data transfer and
throughput between networking hardware
and other internal components of the
system, thus ensuring low CPU utilization.
The PCI 100 Base-T driver is integrated in
the MPE/iX 7.0 at no additional cost.  PCI
based networking products provide
customers cost effective, high performance
network access (LAN and WAN) solutions.



The HP e3000 supports the following
protocols for basic connectivity:

• 802.3/Ethernet
• 802.3u/Ethernet
• 802.5/Token Ring  (not initially available

on HP e3000 A- and N-Class Servers)
• SNA/Token Ring   (not initially available

on HP e3000 A- and N-Class Servers)
• Fiber Data Distributed Interface (FDDI)

LAN protocols  (supported via an
external switch on HP e3000 A- and 
N-Class Servers)  

• X.25 WAN  

NS Point-to-Point is also supported as an
alternative, direct connection between 
HP e3000 systems.  IBM SNA/SDLC Link
and BSC Link (BSC link not initially
available on HP e3000 A- and N-Class
Servers) are supported for a point-to-point
connection between HP e3000 and IBM
systems.  SNA over X.25 connectivity is
also available.  X.25 WAN link is
supported via Data Communications and
Terminal Controllers (DTCs) that provide
asynchronous connectivity and PAD
support for local and remote terminals, 
PCs in terminal emulation mode, and
printers, to HP e3000 servers.

For system-to-system communications,
including HP e3000-to-HP e3000 and 
HP e3000 to UNIX-based and NT-based
systems, there is a complete offering of
products available from HP.  For 
HP e3000-to-HP e3000 communication,
the HP NS3000/iX Network Services
product provides virtual terminal, file
transfer, and program-to-program
communication.

the common thread uniting your
computing environment

For seamless integration into an IBM
computing environment, MPE/iX 7.0 offers
a complete array of IBM connectivity
products supporting both Systems Network
Architecture (SNA) protocols and IBM
Bisynchronous (BSC) (not initially available
on HP e3000 A- and N-Class Servers).  

MPE/iX 7.0 connects to a wide range of
desktop operating systems and their
respective devices, including Microsoft®

DOS, Windows®, Windows for
Workgroups, Windows 95, Windows 98,
Windows NT®, IBM OS/2, Apple®, and
UNIX®.  

Open-source SAMBA for MPE/iX enables
Windows NT desktop users to access
enterprise-wide information and share
computing resources on the HP e3000.

protecting your investment today
and into the future

For years, MPE/iX has provided customers
application binary compatibility when
upgrading to new MPE/iX releases.  Add
the latest PCI I/O processing flexibility to
this robust system and this translates
directly into increased productivity for
development and administrative staff who
can devote their time to planning for future
business requirements rather than
managing migrations. In addition to
supporting the latest in the HP e3000
family of servers — the A- and N-Class —
MPE/iX 7.0 also supports HP e3000 9x8,
9x9KS and 99x servers. This scalability
continues to provide application investment
protection, enabling you to quickly and
easily take advantage of the new features
of the operating system.  Most applications
developed today on HP e3000 servers will
be able to execute unmodified on future 
HP e3000 servers.

As your business evolves, so too does HP’s
extraordinary operating system — not only
to meet your current needs, but your future
needs as well.  With its legendary
reliability and its integrated, Internet/
e-services solutions, HP’s MPE/iX 7.0
continues to be the ideal operating system
to support these technologies and 
many more.



platform functionality
HP e3000 A400, A500, N4000 
(uni-processor support)
HP e3000 A500, N4000 (multi-processor support)
HP e3000 9x7 
HP e3000 9x8, 9x9, 99x
Support for PA-RISC chips in the 997/600-800 servers 
and 989KS servers, with support for up to 
6-way symmetric multi-processing (SMP) 
Support for 10 and 12-way 997 Servers 

performance
2 Gbytes of supported memory on HP e3000 A400, 
A500 and N4000 Servers 
8 Gbytes of supported memory on HP e3000 A500 
and 16 Gbytes of supported memory on N4000 Servers 
Support for memory configurations larger than 
3.75 Gbytes (16 Gbytes in 997 Servers, 
8 Gbytes in 989KS, 979KS, 939KS/030 
and 929KS/030 Servers)
Support for up to a maximum of 3300 users
Support for fixed length record and KSAM file sizes 
of up to 128 Gbytes
Support for larger disk capacities via support of up 
to 511 disk spindles
Support of up to 20,000 TCP network connections
Increase in the number of job queues for dispatching 
jobs from one to 255, each user controlled
2 to 5 x increased performance of 
classic Java Virtual Machine 

internet and interoperability
Open-Source Apache Web Server
JDBC (Java Database Connectivity)
32-bit ODBC bundled 
LDAP (Light Weight Directory Access Protocol) support
SAMBA, DNS BIND/iX, 
MPE/iX Software Developers Kit for Java 2 Platform
Support for TCP/IP, OSI, and SNA
Support for 802.3/Ethernet, 802.3u/Ethernet, 
Support for SNA, as well as HP-IBM SNA IMF, 
HP-IBM SNA DHCF, 
Improved Threads performance resulting in better 
Java performance
Java HotSpot VM

high availability
Support for High Availability Cluster/iX
High Availability FailOver/iX (HAFO)
XP Raid Manager

XP Business Copy and Continuous Access
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storage
Support for HP XP256 disk array  
Support for HP XP48/512 disk arrays
Support for AutoRAID 12H

Support for Nike model 20
Support for HVD10
Support for DLT8000 tape devices

database
HP ALLBASE/SQL and HP IMAGE/SQL
TurboIMAGE/iX Support for databases with 
dataset size greater than 80 GB
Increase TurboIMAGE limits
Improved and user friendly ALLBASE ANSI AS Clause

networking hardware links
PCI 10/100Base-T LAN Adapter for A- and N-Class Servers
PCI 8 Port Advanced Communication Controller (ACC) WAN
for A- and N-Class Servers
HP-PB 10/100Base-T LAN Adapter
Data Communications and Terminal Controllers (DTCs)
X.25 Network Link
IBM SNA/SDLC Link
SNA/Token Ring (Series 900 only)
Fiber Data Distributed Interface (FDDI) (Series 900 only)
IBM BSC Link (Series 900 only)

other services
Replacement of the Sysdiag Diagnostic System 
with the Support Tools Manager 
HP Predictive Support
Support of DVD devices for reading software 
distributed on CD-ROMs
Year 2000 compliant

media delivery
CD-ROM (option OPA, OPB)
DDS (option AAH)
1/2-inch tape 6250 BPI (option AA2)
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services 

A broad range of services, including 
support, consulting, and training, is
available worldwide for all HP e3000
products. Classes are available through
local HP Education Centers. Courses
include instruction and labs for hands-on
learning. Contact your local Hewlett-
Packard office for course outlines and
schedules, or call 1-800-472-5277 in the
U.S. or 1-800-563-5089 in Canada.
Alternatively, visit the HP Educational
Services web site at
http://www.hp.com/education.

documentation

A comprehensive set of documentation is
included with every HP e3000 for ease 
of system management. Documentation 
is available on CD-ROM with HP Instant
Information and on the web at
http://www.docs.hp.com. Documentation
is also available in paper format.
Marketing documentation is available 
at www.hp.com/go/e3000, 
“information library”.
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for more information on 
HP e3000 business servers, 

contact any of our 
worldwide sales offices 
or HP Channel Partners 

(in the U.S. 1-800-637-7740) 
or visit our 

HP e3000 business servers
website at

www.hp.com/go/e3000


